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Photo by Loyal to the Foil

It’s hustings season.
Parties jockey, leaders fall.
Ballots equal trust.

What’s Driving Your Vote?
Well, we’re in an election whether you believe
we needed one or not. COVID makes for
unprecedented firsts in all facets of life
nowadays, why shouldn’t we try going to the
polls during a pandemic? At least it will give us a
clearer picture of how the nation is feeling given
what we’ve been through over the last 18
months and what may yet remain ahead.

For our system to work, it takes a lot of grist.
It takes candidates – brave souls who are willing
to have their lives dissected by the media and
voting public; volunteers – true believers
dedicated to their candidate, leader and/or
party; and, voters – the ultimate deciders who
are also the least engaged constituents in this
three-ingredient blend of democratic mill feed.

Summer election campaigns are traditionally
bland and this go-round’s tepid voter response
thus far (fringe protests notwithstanding) is as
much about the time of year as it is a
commentary on the parties and their respective
platforms. Now that we’re into September,
hopefully more folks will warm to the notion that
they need to start paying attention.

Take the time to get to know who your
candidates are, what they stand for and what
their parties are up to nationally. Casting a
ballot is a balancing act – we need to prioritize a
lot of things and boil them down so we can
answer one single multiple-choice question:
Who’s earned my trust for the next few years
with their words, deeds and ideas for
tomorrow? Get out and vote.

Let me first state up front, Our Lakes is not
political. We will not be endorsing – either
overtly or tacitly – any federal candidates in this
election. That said, around here we do believe in
our political process and cherish the democratic
rights and freedoms we all enjoy as Canadians.
Most people are nowhere near as fortunate.

Thanks to our growing list of advertisers, your
support is essential to our success and your
votes of confidence help charge our batteries.
And to our readers, it’s getting to be harvest
time and we hope you enjoy the fruits of this
month’s labour of love. JC
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Finally,
Back!
Annette DeVore
Sand Lake cottager
& U.S. returnee from
Hyndman, Pa.

Intensely
Researched
I am a recent recipient of your magazine and
just wanted to say how impressed I am with it!
I am truly amazed that you get so many great
articles – well written, intensely researched –
each month! Congratulations.
Charmaine Jones

More eFoil News
Awesome interviews and photos of Phill Efoil
and Mark Berezny (Ready for Lift Off, August
issue)! Curious to hear more about those
prototypes in development.
Josh Newman
Canadian eFoilers
Editor’s Note: We’ll look to bring you more
efoiling news and photos whenever it becomes
available. In the meantime, please enjoy this shot
of Michelle Berezny riding her prototype board
and check out Foiled Again… on Page 21.

New Hardcore
Bobs Lake Anglers

Photo courtesy of Mark Berezny

The boys were so thrilled with their trophies
(from the Inaugural Our Lakes Virtual Fishing
Derby). What a memory to have made at Bobs
Lake. They are even more motivated to bait
those hooks and are on the dock every day.
Many thanks!
Anne Lamarche
Bobs Lake
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So which lakes are

Our Lakes?
13 Island Lake
14 Island Lake
Big Salmon Lake
Birch Lake
Bobs Lake
Buck Lake
Bulls Eye Lake
Collins Lake
Cranberry Lake
Cronk Lake
Crow Lake
Desert Lake
Devil Lake
Dog Lake
Elbow Lake
Gould Lake
Howes Lake
Inverary Lake
Knowlton Lake
Lebelle Lake
Little Long Lake
Loon Lake
Loughborough Lake
Miner Lake
North Otter Lake
Opinicon Lake
Pearkes Lake
Potspoon Lake
Round Lake
Sydenham Lake
Thirty Island Lake
Traverse Lake
Upper & Lower Rock Lakes
Wolfe Lake
& Others, too!
No matter where you enjoy
the South Frontenac
waterfront, we invite your
comments and submissions
for articles, photos or
announcements. All written
submissions must be
compatible with MS Word.
We reserve the right to edit
for space, clarity, and
good taste. Email
editor@ourlakes.ca.

New Skorts for
On and Off the Courts
By Kelli McRobert
As with most products, people have a preferred brand or style
and I only tend to recommend those that meet a few of my own
personal criteria. For me comfort, quality, and style top the list.
Recently, I tried a new brand of skort and found one that fits great,
washes well, and is finished to perfection! The Queenieke skorts
come in a variety of colours and patterns and are built with
undershorts that can hold your keys, cards or extra balls on the left
leg and iPhone on your right leg. It has an elasticized waistband for
comfort and each one has a cute pleat that complements most
body types.
I am always hesitant when ordering online as you never truly
know what the quality will be and often I am disappointed, but this
time, SUCCESS! I ordered one in black and one in navy and each
one is slightly different but maintains the same great fit and style
features that I love. A perfect blend of polyester and spandex for a
four-way stretch, the skort is lightweight, yet not sheer, and
manages to keep you cool with wick-away fabric. I highly
recommend checking them out if you are a skort fan and the price
cannot be beaten at around $30 when shopping online.
Note: While I do try to support Canadian companies first, this
one hails from our friends just south in California whose mission is
to provide a full money-back guarantee, reasonably priced, quality
clothing, and human interaction with any concerns about their
products or services. Sometimes, you need to make exceptions.
Check out Amazon or head to their website at
www.queenieke.com.
It’s a great style that
will give you nothing but
smiles on and off
the courts!
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Rescue on the K+P Trail
Off-duty
Police Officer
Comes to the Aid
of Injured Cyclist
By Andrew Duncan
I set out on a regular ride on the K&P trail
around 2:25 p.m. on Monday, Aug. 2. It was hot
and humid. I ride the trail two or three times a
week from early spring to late fall. It’s a gorgeous
trail that I take advantage of when I can.
About eight kilometres into my ride, I crossed
over Cordukes Road in the Northwest corner of
Kingston. About 300 metres after linking up where
the trail resumes, I came across an elderly male
cyclist standing near a bike on the side of the trail.
There were other cyclists standing nearby. I
slowed down to ask if everyone was ok.
Sometimes, people stop along the side of the trails
to take a break. Bikes break down, too. I worked in
a bike shop for several years when I was younger,
so I’m pretty handy with bike repairs. I initially
assumed that the elderly man had a breakdown.
My attention was immediately drawn to the
large amount of blood on the man’s lower right
leg. I slowed down and asked if everyone was ok
but didn’t really get a response. I stopped, got off
my bike and spoke to the male.
After asking him, he told me his name was
Barry. When I asked what had happened, Barry
told me he didn’t know. The other cyclists who
were standing nearby said they didn’t know what
had occurred either, but that they had found Barry
laying on the ground in the bush line to the side of
the trail.
I did a quick head to toe survey of Barry. Other
than the road rash on his lower right leg, which
was bleeding freely, there weren’t any other
visible injuries. I didn’t have any medical supplies
with me (I have a trauma pack that I ride with
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sometimes, but unfortunately didn’t have it
with me this day) so we had to improvise. I had
medical tape with me, and one of the other
cyclists gave me a clean mask that I taped over
some of the bigger cuts on Barry’s lower leg.
After controlling the bleeding, I began to ask
Barry some questions to gauge his level of

Continued: Walked to Road, Ambulance
responsiveness. Barry stated he didn’t
think he hit his head, but he was clearly
confused. Having never met Barry
before, I didn’t have any baseline to
compare his responses to but I quickly
became concerned with his increased
level of confusion.
Barry couldn’t tell me his age and
didn’t know what day, month or year it
was. I asked him ‘if today was the Civic
holiday in August?’ and Barry seemed
surprised that there was a holiday in
August.
After speaking to Barry for several
minutes, I noticed that there was some
grass and leafy debris in his helmet. I
asked him if he had hit his head and he
stated he didn’t know. I could see there
was some discolouration under the
helmet on Barry’s forehead that turned
out to be bruising and suggested to me
that Barry had indeed hit his head
when he fell.
I told Barry that I was really
concerned about his level of confusion
and that I wasn’t comfortable with him
carrying on with his ride by himself.
I called 911, gave dispatch our
location and the information that I had
at that time. I told Barry we were going
to walk out to the road – a distance of
several hundred metres, where the
ambulance was going to meet us.
Barry asked if we should ride our
bikes, and I suggested to him it was
probably better to walk slowly.
Barry asked several more times if we
should ride our bikes, which
emphasized to me the level of
confusion he was suffering and
reinforced my decision to call
paramedics.

I’m not a big believer of luck,
but I do believe in people being
in the right place at the right
time. I think that’s what this was.
I happened to be where I was
needed at this time.
If I had been five minutes
faster, I would have missed all of
this and who knows how this
would have ended.
Paramedics transported
Barry to Kingston General
Another positive to this – one
Hospital, where I later found of the other cyclists said to me
out he was kept overnight for that he was going to enrol in a
observation due to his level
first aid course after seeing how
of injuries, which included a
I was able to help Barry.
concussion.
Be safe.
We walked out of the trail
and into the parking lot,
where the paramedics met
up with us. They conducted
an assessment of Barry and
very quickly came to the
same conclusion I did – Barry
needed to go to the hospital
to be assessed by doctors.

All the Better to See You With
Habronattus decorus is an eight-eyed jumping spider in
the Salticidae family. It is found in Canada and the U.S. –
this rare, colourful example was spotted on a hibiscus leaf
in Glenburnie. Jumping spiders are part of a large family
with about 5,000 species worldwide, roughly 13% of spider
species overall. Some 300 of those species call North
America home. They have inhabited the planet for about
50 million years.

Support Grassroots Journalism Today
If you’ll sit at a bar and stuff bread in a Piano Man’s jar,
why not do the same for the local scribe? Tips are always appreciated.
E-transfer all gratuities to: john@curranandassociates.com
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Local Olympians
Give It Their All
Here’s how Kingston’s athletes did at the Tokyo Games:
Annie Foreman-Mackey – Women’s Team Pursuit Cycling
Track; Final Rank 4
Annie made her UCI World Championship debut in 2016 and
won bronze in the non-Olympic individual pursuit event. She
loves discovering new music, playing her violin, and teaching
herself guitar. She also enjoys outdoor adventuring in the
offseason, often going off-grid backpacking or bike touring.
Will Crothers – Men’s Four Rowing; Final Rank 8
Will was a member of the men’s eight that won silver at
London 2012. He won two gold medals at the 2015 Pan Am
Games in Toronto as a member of the four and the eight.
Kristina Walker – Women’s Four Rowing; Final Rank 10
Kristina’s hometown is Wolfe Island and she was a member
of the Kingston Rowing Club. She is Wolfe Island’s first ever
Olympian and was celebrated by community members with a
parade past her family’s farm ahead of the Games.
Jennifer (Jenny) Casson – Women’s Lightweight Doubles Sculls
Rowing; Final Rank 12
Jenny’s first chance to represent Canada was at the 2013
CanAmMex Regatta. She joined the national team as a
member of the lightweight double sculls for the U23 World
Championships in both 2016 and 2017.
Alexandra (Ali) ten Hove – Women’s Skiff – 49er FX Sailing;
Final Rank 16
Ali teamed up with Mariah Millen to race the 49er FX in the
summer of 2016. Ali’s father Martin ten Hove competed in the
470 at the Los Angeles 1984 Olympic Games and won bronze
at the 1983 Pan American Games.
Aaliyah Edwards – Women’s Basketball; Failed to Qualify for
the Quarter Finals
Aaliyah won gold at the U15 National Championships with
Team Ontario in 2017 and was named tournament MVP. She
finished her freshman year at the University of Connecticut in
2021, helping the Huskies to the No. 1 ranking in the country
and a NCAA Final Four appearance.
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Photos courtesy of Jason Bouchard
Jason Bouchard and his new
friend Rocky.

Dedicated Land Steward
Saves Injured Heron
Earlier this summer Jason Bouchard discovered
firsthand that no good deed goes unpunished and
his new friend Rocky helped teach him that lesson.
Bouchard first found Rocky, an injured great
blue heron, while out enjoying nature one day. He
wanted to help, but the bird was located on
private land.

“I managed to get landowner permission to try and
rescue the injured heron,” he said. “He was still in the
same area I found him (the day prior). He had a badly
broken wing and leg, but had enough fight left in him
to sucker punch me right between the eyes.”
Bouchard shared his experience online and found a
very sympathetic crowd.
9

Continued: It’s a Two-Person Job
“I like that you rescued the bird,” said Alex
Mackinnon, “but next time let’s add some safety
glasses to the kit.”
Amy Hewitt shared some of her experiences and
said Bouchard was fortunate.
“I have to catch cranes periodically and a few
other murder beaks,” she said. “We usually do it in
pairs – one for the body/wings and another for the
weapon. You did well with just the one poke!”
Bouchard put Rocky in a crate to rest and then
delivered him to the Shades of Hope Wildlife Refuge
and rehabilitation centre. “He may never fly again,
but at least now he has a chance.”

Bouchard was extremely humble following the
surge in attention.
“I appreciate all the kind words (online, but) I
only did what I expect anyone else would do in
my position,” he said.
“The real heroes are the rehabilitation centers.
They are overrun. Rocky was animal number
4,281 taken in this year alone. Give them some
love, a follow or a donation. They are registered,
non-profit and licenced by the MNRF and the
provincial government.”
The Shades of Hope Wildlife Refuge can be
reached through Facebook.
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Meet the Massive
Tomato Hornworm

It’s Free

Subscribe

“You always publish some interesting photos in
your magazine and I am wondering if you would be
interested in this one that I took, of the biggest
caterpillar I have ever seen – a tomato hornworm,”
said Sydenham’s Jo Mather, who took this amazing
photo. “This had decimated two of my tomato plants
before I found it.” The tomato hornworm is the
common name of the larva of Manduca
quinquemaculata, or the five-spotted hawkmoth.
Caterpillars commonly feed on tomato, eggplant,
pepper, tobacco, moonflowers and potato plants.
Females prefer to lay its eggs on young leaves near
the stem of host plants, and younger caterpillars can
often be found here during the day. In the evening or
early morning when sunlight is less direct, the
caterpillars will feed on more distal leaves. Some
gardeners plant marigolds nearby to repel the species,
which can reach lengths of 10 cm or more.

Sign up today and never
miss another issue of
Our Lakes.
Click here
to subscribe for free!
(If you subscribed but never got the email,
please check your junk.)
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Hey Godfrey, it’s Last Call
New Owner Keeping
Popular Food Truck
Open Weekends
For chip truck lovers
around Our Lakes, the
season is winding down and
all those great eats and
summer treats at starting
to disappear as many
vendors close with the end
of summer.
Around Godfrey,
however, Jenny’s Northern
Grill plans to push the
weather as far as it can and
will remain open for now,
but with a somewhat
reduced schedule.
“I plan on staying open
weekends September and
October until the weather
turns cold and open again
in May or June,” said owner
Jen Cox.
She took over the
business earlier this year
from Laurie Love. “She’s
been amazing, worked with
us showing us the ropes
and all her special secrets
cooking,” said Cox. “She
had a huge following
because she made it clear
you don’t compromise, go
the extra mile and do every
order as perfectly as you
can. For this reason, we
kept her menu – people
come from all over for our
poutine and homemade
burgers and wraps. Why
change something that
works was my motto.”

Photos courtesy
of Jen Cox
Jen Cox refuses to slowdown in retirement having bought a chip
truck in Godfrey earlier this year, Jenny’s Northern Grill.

New to the chip truck world,
Cox certainly didn’t step into it
green. She and her husband only
recently sold their long-time
transportation company.
12

“After 31 years in the bus
business, which was 24/7, it was
time to retire,” she explained.
“The business has changed a lot
over the years and not always

Continued: Said Goodbye to School Buses
for the better. The small guy is being swallowed
up by larger multinationals, we always put safety
first and we weren’t going to compromise our
excellent rating with MTO in the name of money.”
Changing industries forced her to take on new
challenges, but if you listen to her clientele Cox
hasn’t missed a beat since the switch.
Dan from Toronto says, “Best chip truck and
gravy ever, I won’t stop on my way down, only [at
Jenny’s Northern Grill].” Another regular from
Montreal insists it has hands down the best
poutine in the region. Cox credits her staff which
is largely led by Charlotte Thompson, she is
trained on the fryer and the main grill cook.
Madeline and Gracie, two student hires, have also
been key team members and are each trained on
both the grill and fryer.

“Every staff
member excels at
their job, we have
repeat customers
that won’t go
anywhere else,”
said Cox.
“This is because
the staff won’t
compromise on
quality or service.
People love
Charlotte’s wraps,
we sell many of them and her delicious burger,
jumbo dog and sausage on a bun. She probes
everything coming off the grill to ensure it’s cooked
to perfection. She also cuts each burger to, once
again, ensure it’s cooked … they go the extra mile.”

Start Your Own Team Today
FIRST® Tech Challenge students
learn to think like engineers. Teams
design, build, and code robots to
compete in an alliance format against
other teams. Robots are built from a
reusable platform, powered by Android
technology, and can be coded using a
variety of levels of Java-based
programming. Contact Melanie Glassford
for details on how to get a free materials
kit and videos to help get your team off
the ground and competing in the league.

frozenturtle@gmail.com

Has Graciously Donated this Advertisement
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Calling All Lake & Road Associations

Wants to
Partner
With You!
Grow your reach, open new avenues for member recruitment,
build your group’s profile within your lake community as well as
the broader area and enhance the value proposition for
the lifeblood of your organization – your members!
•
•
•

Submit a monthly column for
publication in the issue
Enjoy a free display ad to help
attract new members
Promote your events, citizen
scientist opportunities, and other
association activities for free

•
•
•

Get a free subscription to Our Lakes
for every member of your organization
Help build awareness of the good
things happening around the area
Encourage lake stewardship among
your members and the broader
community at large

Contact John Curran, Publisher
publisher@ourlakes.ca
613-331-4444
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Continued: Family Time Important
That gets noticed by the folks who frequent the
window most. One local couple says their chicken
burgers are the best they’ve ever had and they
won’t go anywhere else to get one.

Being located on a major hiking route
doesn’t hurt business either. “We are right
beside the K&P Trail route, so we see many
users stopping in to refuel and grab a bite.”

“Maddie and Gracie have perfected the fries,
poutine and onion rings, many, many
compliments,” they write.

In fact, she has enjoyed the new business so
much she is already looking to possibly expand
in the near future. “We love our current
location and will stay as long as the store
allows us to, but I would love to see a second
truck in Plevna as well,” said Cox. “It’s also
cottage country and I live in North Frontenac
and want to help and support local growth.”

The compliments go both ways and Cox insists
the community has made her first year owning the
grill an extremely enjoyable one.
“The local people and cottagers have been
amazing and so happy the chip truck is back for
another year. We are extremely busy. The location
is ideal, the Godfrey Store is very busy, we
complement their business I think. We also have a
lot of local workers pop over for lunch from LD
Powersports, township workers, hydro workers,
workers renovating the local arena, seniors, and
the many locals and cottagers, repeat customers.”

She’s still weighing her options and isn’t sure
how busy she really wants to be. Spending
more time with family is another key
consideration for she and husband Mitch.
“This was meant to be a semi-retirement gig
for me,” she concludes. “I need to decide how
deep I want to go.”
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Let’s Swing
A large cruiser continues slowly
up the Rideau as it seems to slip
effortlessly through the open
yawn of Brass Point Bridge. The
bridge is 485 feet long and was
originally built in 1887. The
wooden spans were replaced
with steel in 1903 and new
cribbing was installed in 1978.
This is the only remaining
bridge of this type (multi-span
with a swing bridge) on the
Rideau Canal. There used to be
similar ones at Rideau Ferry,
Becketts Landing, Kars and
Manotick, but those have all
since been replaced.
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An Early Push for Lake Tourism
Rediscovering Dr. Lake’s Chart
of the Rideau Lakes Route

1990 by the Rideau District Museum, a few copies of
which are still floating around in area cottage reading
collections as well as at the occasional yard sale.
What made Dr. Lake’s guide so popular when it
was first released was the level of detail and
accuracy he achieved in the little pocket digest.

More than 100 years ago Kingston was home to
Dr. Elmer J. Lake. He was an eye, ear, nose, throat
and skin blemish specialist with an office at 258
Bagot Street.

“After carefully examining the maps of this Chart
of the Rideau Lakes Route and the boat channel
there indicated, with which 35 years as captain have
made me familiar; and after reading the sailing
directions and the other information concerning the
route which the book contains, I heartily commend it
to all launch owners and canoe enthusiasts as a safe
and reliable guide and worthy of their entire
confidence,” wrote D. Noonan, President and
General Manager of the Rideau Lakes Navigation
Company, in the original introduction to the manual.

In 1907, however, he tried his hand at publishing
and produced what remains one of the most
interesting guides to the Rideau ever: Dr. Lake’s
Chart of the Rideau Lakes Route. Not only did it cover
the Kingston-Ottawa route with maps, directions and
illustrations, it included distance charts to all of the
sets of locks over the 131.25-mile route he detailed.
By 1920, Dr. Lake released his third edition which
also included more photographs and illustrated
directions for the North Channel of the St. Lawrence
from Kingston to Gananoque and the Gananoque to
Morton canoe route. This edition was reprinted in

Thank you very much to Laurie Bresee for the loan
of her copy of this historic little guide.
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Lake Links Celebrates 20th
Online Workshop Provides Opportunities
for Freshwater Stewardship Discussions
By Monica Seidel
Are you looking for a free place to meet
people from across Canada? Want to know the
latest information on different freshwater issues
and learn how you can help? Be sure to check
out Lake Links, happening Saturday, October
23rd from 10 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Our Lakes Time.
Lake Links is an annual workshop usually held
in Perth, Ontario. Celebrating its 20th
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anniversary in 2021, this one-day, collaboratively
run workshop has now moved online and
attracts citizens and scientists from across
Canada to share ways we can all help sustain our
lakes and rivers. This is a great opportunity for
individuals, waterfront and nature groups, and
students to gather together to discuss current
issues, see what is being done, and learn how
they can help. The workshop features expert
speakers and presentations, the Gord Rodgers

Continued: Connect What We Say to Actions
Memorial Award presentation, and the
sharing of fantastic education
resources.
This year’s theme is “Take the
Challenge: Connecting what we say and
actually do in order to protect our lakes
and rivers.”
Increasingly, shoreline areas and
freshwater bodies are facing pressures
from human development, climate
change, invasive species, and more. It is
important for each of us to assess what
we value and then see how our actions
may or may not be aligned with those
values.
Not sure what you value most about
your shoreline property, or how your
property measures up? Before you
attend Lake Links, be sure to download
the “Lake Protection Workbook”
(http://watersheds.ca/resources).
Created by the Lake Links Planning
Committee, this free resource helps
shoreline property owners self-assess
their property using a scoring system.
By ranking different factors of your
property, such as lawns and gardens,
docks and boathouses, sewage system,
and light pollution, you can see what
you currently value and prioritize. This
workbook is also great at helping you

figure out what next steps you can take to
further protect your property, shoreline, and
the wildlife that live there.
Individual actions make a difference on one’s
property, and as a waterfront community our
collective actions can restore and enhance local
lake and river ecosystems. Be sure to register
for Lake Links 2021 (it’s free!) by visiting
http://watersheds.ca/lake-links. All

SHOP IN STORE OR SHOP ONLINE
at Canada's Oldest General Store
613.376.7622
Open six days, CLOSED TUESDAYS
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Continued:
Cataraqui
Conservation
Among Planners
presentations will be recorded and
posted to Watersheds Canada’s
YouTube channel, so even if you
cannot attend live it is best if you
still register so that you receive all
recordings and resources from the
workshop right to your inbox.
Lake Links 2021 is organized by a
collaborative Planning Committee
that has representatives from
Cataraqui Conservation, Friends of
the Tay Watershed, Lake Networking
Group, Mississippi Valley
Conservation Authority, Rideau
Valley Conservation Authority, and
Watersheds Canada. This Committee
is fundamental to the success of
Lake Links each year. Each year,
financial support for Lake Links is
received from various partners
across the environmental sector.
This year’s event is generously
funded by the S.M. Blair Family
Foundation, Cataraqui Conservation,
Mississippi Valley Conservation
Authority, Rideau Valley
Conservation Authority, and
Federation of Ontario Cottagers’
Associations.
Monica Seidel is the
Communications and
Fundraising Coordinator for
Watersheds Canada and
can be reached at seidel@watersheds.ca.
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Photo by
Loyal to the Foil

Foiled Again…

The Wind in My Sails

No need for gas or a breeze, Phill Yendt – owner of Kingston and area Lift affiliate Loyal to the
Foil – hovers past a sailing class. Without creating any wake or noise, his Lift eFoil doesn’t disturb
or annoy, although seeing someone float by on a flying surfboard still manages to turn heads. For
more awesome eFoil content, check out his Facebook page.
Island Septic Pump-Out
Septic System Installs
New Build /Renovations /
Restorations

Homes /Cottages /Docks /Boathouses
All Welding Needs
Marine Transport of Materials and
Equipment

IMC is the marine operating division of Greg and John Fleming
Construction serving customers up and down the Rideau since 1987.
21

613-349-9655
gregkfleming01@gmail.com

Limestone City Shark Frenzy
2021 Ontario
Provincial Championship
Regatta Results from
Kingston Yacht Club
The waters off the Limestone City
came alive with Sharks in late August as
the Kingston Yacht Club hosted the 2021
Ontario Provincial Championship Shark
Regatta.
The weather was clear and the
competition fierce for the title with all
entrants happy to be back on the water.
Congratulations to Peter Aker and his
crew Jeff Mitchell and James Roper who
raced their vessel Tiger Niles (CAN 1489)
to victory at annual provincial event.
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Continued: Top 5 at the Shark Regatta

Tiger Niles

Top 5 finishers following all five races
included:
1) Tiger Niles (CAN 1489) – Bay of Quinte
Yacht Club, Captain Peter Aker, Crew Jeff
Mitchell & James Roper
2) Jonathon Livingston Seagull (CAN 276) –
Kingston Yacht Club, Captain Peter Van Rossem,
Crew Matt Fair & James Fair
3) Devil with a Blue Dress (CAN 176) –
National Yacht Club (Toronto), Captain John
Brunt, Crew Rod Gardner & John Baker

Jonathon Livingston Seagull

4) Crunch (CAN 1767) – Niagara On The Lake
Sailing Club, Captain Josh Wiwcharyk, Crew Chris
Clark & Al Letch Letchford
5) Toga Party! (CAN 718) – Whitby Yacht Club,
Captain Cameron Smith, Crew Chris Russell &
Paul Ziemer.
Thanks to the Kingston Yacht Club for
supplying the photographs to Our Lakes.
Devil with a Blue Dress

Toga
Party!

Crunch
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Trails Fest ’21 in the Biosphere
The 2021 Trails Festival took over
the Frontenac Arch Biosphere late last
month with guided hikes on trails
located around the region.
“Thank you to all those who
participated!” wrote the FAB team on
Facebook following the event. “We had
a great weekend of hikes and enjoying
the weather! A big thank you to all our
sponsors for making the festival
possible: Trailhead Kingston, Egg
Farmers of Ontario (zone 9), Canarm,
1000 Islands RV Centre, and Eastern
Engineering Group Inc.”
All photos presented here are by
Jo Bennett unless otherwise indicated.

photo by
Julie Servant
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Bridge Closed
Parks Canada has closed the Lower Brewers Swing
Bridge to vehicles and pedestrians until further notice.

Photo by April Cochrane

Meet the
St. Lawrence
Tiger Moth

During a five-year comprehensive inspection of the
condition of the bridge engineers determined it must be
closed immediately for public safety until a replacement
can be constructed. Design work is currently underway
and crews are expected to begin the replacement in
late 2021. During this closure, the bridge will remain in
the open position, so boat navigation will not be
impacted. Temporary bridge closure signs are in place
for vehicles and pedestrians. Please exercise caution
and follow detour signs in the area.

The St. Lawrence tiger moth (Platarctia
Parthenos) is one of four species in the genus
in North America north of Mexico. It was first
described by Thaddeus William Harris in
1850. It is found in boreal North America,
ranging from Newfoundland and Labrador to
the tundra of the Northwest Territories and
Alaska, south in the east to the Appalachians
and North Carolina, and south in the Rockies
to Arizona and New Mexico. Its primary
habitat consists of riparian (shoreline) areas
and mixed hardwood-conifer forests at
middle to high elevations.
The length of the forewings are 28 to 33
mm. The forewings are chocolate brown,
marked with cream-coloured spots. The
hindwings are orange with black markings.
Adults take flight from late May until early
August with just one generation emerging
per year. The larvae feed on leaves of alder,
aspen, birch, and willow in the wild, and have
been reared in captivity on bedstraw,
dandelion, lettuce, and snowberry. The
species is semivoltine meaning it produces
one generation every two years. Each moth
first spends two winters dormant under the
snow at various stages of its development as
a caterpillar.

Moose of the Month
“One of my favorite bull moose I've known for
several years. We had a love/hate relationship the
first few years before he matured. After that he
became my best buddy. He made national news last
summer when he somehow managed to get
entangled with about 75 feet of rope from
careless back country campers,” said photographer
Ron Acklin. For more great moose content, check
out Moose Lovers!
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Ahead by a Century
Olive (Azulay)
Phillips Shares
100 Years of
Memories as She
Marks Major
Milestone
By Olive (Azulay) Phillips
My name is Olive Eva Phillips (Azulay
is my maiden name). I was born
September 21, 1921, at a farm on the
Maple Leaf Road known as Guthrie’s
farm.
I am the oldest of nine children born
to Allan and Mary Azulay. My brothers
and sisters were, in descending order
of age, Marion, Wilfed and Alfred they
were the twins (both deceased now)
then Ralph, Freda, Doris, Alice and
Verna.
After Marion and I were born, we all
moved when our parents purchased
the farm from William Innes in the
1920s which is on the Billy Green Road
and is still in the Azulay name.

Above: Happy 100th Birthday to Olive Phillips,
seen here with her dear friend Levi. Below: The entire
Azulay family at home on the farm. All photos courtesy
of the Azulay-Phillips family collection

I attended the Maple Leaf School
which was just over the hill before our
farm. The school classroom was one
room with grades primary to Grade 8.
It was not a large school, but most of
the children from the area attended it.
Some of the fun activities there
were baseball, skipping and snow forts.
The school was used for church on
Sundays and for box socials where
people packed a lunch in a box with
their name in it and when the men
picked a box they had their lunch with
whoever’s name was in the box.

The teachers that were at the school boarded at our
farm. I was responsible for lighting the fire very early in the
morning, which heated the schoolhouse, and keeping the
floors clean in it.
My chores growing up were milking cows, chopping
firewood. We had lots of farm animals to take care of. One
of the main things I remember was helping care for my
siblings.
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Continued: Enjoyed Many Lakes
One other chore that stands
out in my mind was pouring
water on the horses to cool
them off during the haying
season – they were so hot.
A chore I disliked was
cleaning the stables.
The area lakes we spent
time at during my childhood
were Indian, Buck, Opinicon,
Westport, Sydenham, Draper
and Goldfish Lake.
We packed a picnic on
Sunday, our day of rest, and as
a family then went to one of
the lakes. As a family for fun in
the winter we put a lantern at
the top and one at the bottom
of the big the hills to keep the
wolves away and rode our
sleds down. We also attended
dances in neighbours’ homes,
which were potluck and
everyone took a turn hosting.

1: A young Olive (Azulay) Phillips. 2: The Guthrie farm.
3: The Maple Leaf School. 4: The Azulay farm.
5: Olive and George on their wedding day.

Some of my favourite foods
from the wild are berries,
blackcaps being one of my
favourites. My mother made
the most delicious pies and
jams from berries picked in the
wild. My mother’s goal was to
do up 100 jars of preserves for
winter.
My other favourite thing to
do on the farm was boil the
sap in a huge pan for maple
syrup. It was amazing and we
boiled it further in the house
on the wood stove. My mother
used it for all her cooking and
we made toffee on the snow.
Left for School
I left the farm to come to
Kingston to achieve my high
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Continued: Saw Husband on Train
school diploma at KCVI then
on to business college, but
as a family we did not move.
The main event that
stands out in my mind is the
Second World War. So many
young people were so
terribly affected by it. We as
the women here would hold
dances for the men
stationed in Kingston, there
were lots from overseas
here to receive training at
the airport.
(Little did I know at the
time it would be where my
future husband George and I
would build our home – on
the land where the airstrip
was, and we’d use some
lumber from the hangars to
build our house and
hardwood for the floors.)
I met my husband when
my best friend arranged for
us to meet on a blind date.
He was just home from the
war and I had seen him
George and Olive on their way to a reunion of his
getting off the train near
Stormont Glengarry Highlanders Regiment.
Dupont where I was working
wonderful group of people, they were lifelong
at the time. (I worked in the labs at Dupont for a
friends.
time, which was one of my favourite jobs.)
I had said to a co-worker I thought he was
handsome. Little did I know he was the date my
friend had arranged.
The war had stolen so much of everyone’s lives we
didn’t waste very much time and planned our
wedding not long after meeting.
My husband George was a member of the
Stormont Glengarry Highlanders Regiment. We
stayed in touch with his regiment for the yearly
reunions and later in our lives for the monthly
lunches. I was so proud to be a part of such a

George and I were married until he passed
away 23 years ago. I miss him every day. He was
such a good family man. I miss him most when
we get together as a family and he wasn’t there
to see our family grow for as long as he would
have liked to be. He passed shortly after our first
great grandchild was born, but he did get to be
a wonderful Grandpa to his grandchildren.
We had three children Joan, Allan and
Katherine; Six grandchildren Mark and Nicolette
(Joan), Brooke and Brad (Allan), and Holly and
Kerrie (Katherine); and 10 great grandchildren
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Continued: Live Within Your Means
Savanna, Riley, Alweyn, Eli, Jonathan, Joshua,
Michael, Olivia, Miabella and Gianella.
After we were married, I went to work at
the Post Office although by then George had
already made a career change to Dupont
where he eventually retired from. I worked at
the Kingston Post Office for 25 years until I
retired at 65.
We spent most weekends at the farm
where everyone with their families met with
lots of food. Many times, we had family
reunions at my sister Marion and her
husband Charles’ home on Lake Opinicon.
In closing, my advice for young people
today would be to live within your means,
save for a rainy day and be kind and
respectful to others.

Olive Phillips during another era, seen here
at work and also relaxing.
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CP mixed train arrives at
Harrowsmith station, June
1957.

Riding the
K+P’s Smoke
and Steam
Experience What it Was Like
To Climb Aboard the Old
Kick & Push to Sharbot Lake
By Eric Gagnon
All Photos from Queen’s University Archives
Can you imagine what it was like to ride the
Kingston & Pembroke (K+P or “Kick + Push”)
Railway? Other than the roadbed of the former

Rails &
Lakes
Part 3

Kingston-Renfrew CP Kingston Subdivision that
is now the north-south K+P Trail, little remains
to help us conjure up what train travel was like.
Remember – anyone old enough to remember
riding on the K+P mixed train (freight and
passenger cars together) is well-seasoned. The
mixed train era ended in 1960, so anyone who
rode is now a senior citizen, 65-plus!
Post-war prosperity brought chromed cars
with fins, delivery trucks and an improved road
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CP mixed train
heading north out of
Kingston crossing
Ontario Street,
June 1957.

Continued: A Utilitarian Way to Go
network that left only bulky, lower-value cargo for
the trains to handle: oil, coal, lumber. The end of
Royal Mail contracts, few passengers and mounting
financial losses to the CP, plus the advent of modern

diesel-electric locomotives ushered in the
freight-only era. That means that only seniors
recall the nostalgic era of steam: coal, cinders,
steam and the hearty whistle and clanging bell
of the smoke-breathing D4-class 4-6-0 (10Wheeler) dual-service steam engines that plied
the K+P’s rails.
The heavy steel passenger coach tacked onto
the end of the train was definitely not First
Class. No food service, no liquor service
(officially, anyway!) and no air-conditioning.
Sitting on utilitarian walkover seats, the
seatbacks that flipped over at the end of the
run, ready for the return journey. Ahead of the
coach was the mail-baggage car in which bags of
mail for online communities, valuable express
parcels and large items were carried. An
additional dedicated box car handled less-thancarload shipments in crates, barrels and boxes.

Butter Tarts, Pies,
Pastries & Cookies
Rolls & Bread
Fully Cooked “Grab & Go Meals”

When boarding or disembarking, the
conductor would open a sprung trap-door
exposing a set of metal steps at the end of the
coach. A metal step-box would be dropped to
the planked platform to bridge the gap to
ground level. Climbing aboard, seats weren’t
assigned. Rest assured, the leather-upholstered
seats had no head-rests! Windows in wooden
frames slid up or down for fresh air. A water
cooler at the end of the coach dispensed cool
water in paper cups.

3748 O’Neil Lane, Inverary, ON
Open Year Round – (613) 653-2783
mrsgarrettsbakeshop@gmail.com

MrsGarrettsBakeShop
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Continued: Gas Lamps and Coal Stoves

Above: CP mixed train coach interior.
Below: The conductor is at his coach desk.
June 1957 Queen's University Archives
photo

In winter weather, a coal stove at the end of the
coach was the only heat source. The locomotive was
too far ahead to provide steam for radiators, or
electricity for lighting. Gas lamps, suspended from
the ceiling, were lit when darkness fell. The
claustrophobic bathroom at the end of the car had
no holding-tank. Stepping on a foot-pedal opened a
hopper beneath the toilet, with gravity and train
speed doing the rest. For this reason, flushing during
a station stop was forbidden.
The conductor or trainman punched your paper
ticket after you boarded. Each man had his own
32

Aerial view of the CP mixed train arriving at Harrowsmith, 1948.

Continued: Cheap but Inconvenient
unique metal ticket punch. At a makeshift desk in
the coach, he kept track of tickets and paperwork
en route. The pace was slow, the locale quaint, and
there was a good chance you would recognize some
of your fellow riders. The K+P provided cheap,
somewhat-inconvenient transportation. Imagine the
slow lope of your train past fields, woods, farms and
lakes. The northern part of the K+P was definitely in
the bush. Getting there was half the fun and took
the majority of the time! Three hours were required
to cover the 47 track-miles from Kingston to Sharbot
Lake, or six hours to reach the northern terminus of
Renfrew, 103 miles away.
A variety of reasons to travel brought folks aboard
this calm conveyance: visits to family, appointments
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or shopping for necessities in Kingston. Anyone
in a big hurry to get to a big city rode the
Canadian National mainline from Kingston to
Toronto, Montreal or Ottawa. If not, it was
possible to connect with Canadian Pacific trains
to Montreal or Toronto from the K+P at Sharbot
Lake.
There were inevitable delays to contend with:
cattle cars or carloads of wood to be added to
the freight section ahead, unloading of mail and
parcels, snowdrifts in rock cuts, flooding at
Jackson Mills. There were few if any other trains
on the line to meet or pass! Arriving at your
destination station: Kingston, Glenvale,
Murvale, Harrowsmith, Hartington, Verona,

Continued: Two Dozen-Plus Stops
Godfrey or any of the 20 more north to
Renfrew, that same step-box got you
safely on the platform. It was then a
short wait in the station until your ride
appeared.
By the time family cars were
commonplace, there was no one left to
mourn the passing of the passenger
runs. Even the locomotive crews would
come to welcome the warm, dry cabs of
the diesels.
There was no longer any need to
shovel tons of coal, take on water from
the water tank at Tichborne, or perform
any of the laborious, dirty tasks to care
for and feed steam engines.
The train crews, along with the station
agents and baggage handlers, would
transfer elsewhere on the railway or find
other jobs.
Lineside stations were boarded up
throughout the 1960s. Diesel
locomotives were maintained in Smiths
Falls, no longer stabled at Kingston’s
roundhouse at the foot of North Street.
The downtown station across Ontario
Street from City Hall became a tourist
bureau.
The K+P and later CP, provided
reliable if not remarkable transportation
for over 80 years. It’s hard to believe
that while we’re speeding along Road
38, the paralleling replacement for the
K+P, with commuters, workers and
truckers. Train travel was the only way
to go during the first half of the 20th
Century. Indeed, for this short, golden
era, it was the only connection to the
outside world.

Eric Gagnon is the author of eight
Canadian railway books. You can see
his most recent book at
booksbyericgagnon.blogspot.com.

Handling express packages, June 1957.
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Fishin’ Fun in
Seeley’s Bay
There is a renewed energy emanating from Main
Street Seeley’s Bay. Local merchants recently gave it
their all to host a great event to get kids out fishing.
Co-owner of Fisherman’s Hardware and Auto
Corey Mattice only opened his business at the
beginning of June but coordinated the event with
help from his wife and many other community35

Continued: Fun,
Food and Prizes
minded folks around town. Almost every
business in the little lakefront community – and
others from as far away as Napanee – donated
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Continued: Bass
& Pike Winners
what they could so that 75 young people
could enjoy the day at the lake. Top Bass
prizes went to Sydney Cox at 3.2 lb., and
Taylin Vankoughnett with 3.1 lb. Buffy won
the Pike division with a 3.5-pounder
narrowly edging Spencer’s fish of 2.9 lb.
Kauden St-Cyr also caught a catfish.
Our Lakes plans to bring you more on the
increasing excitement around Seeley’s Bay
as events are occurring there with more
regularity.
For now, congratulations to Jane Billings,
who won the grand prize draw for a week’s
stay in a cabin at Sunny Acres Resort.
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Our Lakes Technology
Proudly Supported by
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Inside an FRC competition it’s clear the excitement level runs high. Photo courtesy of Machine Mavericks

Mavericks Revel in
Return of Robot Season
‘It’s A Sport Where
Everyone Playing
Can Go Pro’

looking forward to getting back to machining
aluminum, programing code, sewing
bumpers, creating business plans, and
designing some of the coolest custom robots
you’re likely to find – at least around Our
Lakes anyway.

September means back to school and that
brings with it the start of many organized sports
around Our Lakes for young and old alike.
Especially with more leagues set to open up
again this year after a quiet 2020 thanks to COVID,
now is a great time to socialize while challenging
our minds and bodies.
One sport you likely hadn’t considered for your
family is the exciting world of competitive robot
engineering.
Teams of young people raise funds, design,
build and operate robots in leagues run by a global
organization with an acronym for a name: FIRST –
For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and
Technology.
In their well-equipped home base at 178
Railway Street (originally developed in the latter
half of the 1960s by then Kingston innovators
Graves Brothers Ltd.) the Machine Mavericks are

“At the beginning of each year, a new
game and playing field is released that marks
the beginning of the build season. Teams
have a little under two months to design,
build, and test their robots, and competitions
begin around the world in late February and
early March,” explained Charlotte, a high
school aged competitor entering her fourth
year with the Mavericks. “Since the very
beginning it’s been an incredibly rewarding
experience for me. I think the best part is
that everyone on the team is here to learn.
Even though the looming competition season
puts significant pressure on the team to
engineer the most capable robot possible, we
don't lose sight of the broader goal of
cultivating a deep understanding of robotics,
and the interpersonal skills that facilitate
effective teamwork.”
In each game, six teams compete for two
and a half minutes, she explained. They are
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Continued: Three Levels of Competition
divided into two alliances
of three teams each.
“Teams within each
alliance collaborate to
carry out precise tasks
that are specific to each
season’s game, such as
firing foam balls into
various targets, placing
large boxes or discs
carefully into specific
zones, and defending
fellow alliance members
from other teams’ offense
tactics,” added Charlotte.

move up in the overall
competition rankings. The higher
your ranking, the more likely you
are to be picked by others to
compete in the final series of
matches which determine an
event winner. The highest ranked

Within FIRST’s world of
gears and gadgetry, things
are actually streamed in
three tiers: FLL, FIRST Lego
League, is for kids aged 416 (the upper end of this
range varies by country);
FTC, FIRST Tech Challenge,
is new to this area and
aimed at young people
aged 12-18; and, FRC,
FIRST Robotics
Competition, for high
school students aged 1418.
In the case of the
Mavericks and Charlotte,
they play in the FRC big
leagues where most
robots weigh upwards of
110 pounds and the
playing field is a little
smaller than an average
tennis court. It looks a
little like an American
Gladiators stadium.
“Points are awarded
throughout each match to
produce one winning
alliance, and each team on
the winning alliance will
40

teams in Ontario qualify for the
Provincial Championships, and a
select group from this event are
invited to the World
Championships.”

Continued: With FRC, There’s Plenty To Do
Her fellow competitor and Mavericks team cofounder Olivia O’Driscoll, 17, is a student at Leahurst
College High School.
“My favourite part is working alongside such
great people like industry experts who volunteer
their time as mentors or teammates whom I would
never have met outside of robotics,” she said. “It
has helped me think in new ways and helped me to
be open to even the craziest of ideas.”
She explained that each game begins with a
similar challenge. “Our robot has to operate by itself
for the first 15 seconds of every two-and-a-halfminute match. After those 15 seconds, a human
driver intervenes for the rest of the match.”
Winning can take the form of the obvious – scoring
the most points – but that’s not the only way to
earn top honours. “There are awards given out at
every tournament for things like community
engagement, engineering excellence, safety, and
more. The overall tournament winners are the three
teams who won the most matches together in the
elimination rounds. It sounds corny, but I would
argue that everyone who participates in the
program is a winner for just having learned so much
along the way. After all, that will stick with you
longer than any trophy or medal.”
Her niche on the team is in programming. “I’ve
been really fortunate to work with a local engineer
to develop a lot of our robot’s code. It’s a lot of late
nights, but the time flies.” The work is fun and she
has a real interest in it for the future as well. “I plan
on studying software engineering. Of course,
technology changes very quickly, so it’s entirely
possible that whatever I end up doing as a career
doesn’t even exist now. Nonetheless, I am currently
interested in machine learning and the possibilities
on that front.”

Olivia O’Driscoll tinkers with the Machine
Mavericks’ robot ahead of the start of a
new competitive season.

competitions, I have had so much fun being a part
of the five-person drive team who control the
robot during matches, and I also enjoy mentoring
one of our younger LEGO robotics teams.”
Mentoring is a key component of FIRST’s
programs at all levels, on all teams. The Mavericks
are no exception.

Unsure about lead?
Weigh the science:

In Charlotte’s case, FRC is about something else
entirely. “So much work goes on behind the scenes
of a robotics team that doesn't even directly involve
the creation of the robot; teams are responsible for
fundraising, recruiting, branding, and publicizing for
their team, as well as engaging in other levels of
FIRST Robotics such as FIRST LEGO League robotics. I
really enjoy the media design aspect of the
Mavericks’ outreach effort, where I design
promotional materials like videos and flyers. At
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Current research around
the U.S. has found that lead
poisoning is responsible for
12% to 50% of adult loon deaths.

Unsure about lead?
Weigh the science:
Current research around
the U.S. has found that lead
poisoning is responsible for

Continued: Mentoring Key to the Program
“My family was first
introduced to the FIRST
programs when my son joined
a homeschool FLL team six
years ago. After that first year,
we were hooked,” said mentor
Melanie Glassford. “I've been
coaching FLL teams for three
years prior to COVID and
mentoring with the #7480
Machine Mavericks FRC team
since we moved to Kingston in
2018. Prior to that, I was a
parent mentor on #2702
Rebels FRC team in Kitchener.”
The Mavericks currently
have 14 student participants
(although 20 is the historical
norm) and they are working to
grow that number. They are
The 2019 Machine Mavericks. Submitted photo

https://www.houseofangelis.ca/

List your products or services in the

Because of our own experiences in
business, we understand not everyone can
afford to spend a lot on advertising.
That’s why we are inviting all artists and
crafters as well as any other small homebased businesses to participate in our
Trading Post section.
For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you’ll get a
listing in the Directory for 12 issues and
each month you can submit a photo and
50 words about what you’re selling.
Email: publisher@ourlakes.ca
Call: 613-331-4444

Dressing you top to toe,
inside and out.
63 & 65 Brock Street
info@houseofangelis.ca
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Continued: New Mid-Level Squad
supported by nine adult
mentors and several student
mentors who have
graduated out of the
program but come back to
support the team. Being a
homeschooler for the past
11 years, Glassford has
enjoyed how FIRST has
allowed both she and her
children to pick up a wide
range of skill sets.
“When my family and I
moved here we found all the
FRC teams were made up of
amazing mentors and
students. We decided to join
Machine Mavericks because
we were impressed with not
only their gender parity
initiative, but that they just
finished their very first year
running and made it to the
World Championships. Doing
so requires a spirit of
passion, humility,
perseverance, and support
of one another. As a family,
we felt we could grow and
help out most on the
Machine Mavericks.”
FIRST is a little different
than most organized youth
sports where players are
generally assigned to teams
based on some pre-set
criteria. In all three levels,
players are free to join any
team that wants them,
which also means teams
must actively recruit new
players and mentors to build
their squad and rebuild it as
people graduate and move
on. In the case of the
Mavericks, when O’Driscoll

family and build on our
relationships at the same
time. No one is left out.”
The challenge of FRC can
be a bit much for kids
joining for the first time,
but at the same time Lego
League is often dominated
by the very young. This
year, FIRST addressed that
issue in Canada with the
rollout of the intermediate
FTC. The Mavericks have
created what will hopefully
be a feeder team for them
in the future, appropriately
naming it the Futuristics.
They’ve even gone the
extra mile to help get
competition going locally at
this level.
Zoe Glassford demonstrates the robots
that will be used by she and her new FTC
teammates on The Futuristics.

It’s that level of leadership and
understanding that help make the Mavericks
such a powerhouse.

“In the new FTC team
#18158 The Futuristics we
have five students and are
looking for three girls to
balance out our team for
this year,” said Glassford.
“Because of how new this
program is to Canada it’s
really important to get the
word out. Anyone can start
a team. If we have enough
teams in the area we can
have a tournament in
Kingston. This would be
amazing. I have free video
training and FTC kits to help
new teams get started.”

“It's hard not to be inspired by them and
looking back we realize that the kids we’ve
known through these programs are really the
kids that are going to create the world of the
future as they move forward in life,” said
Glassford. “I feel so honoured to be a part of
it. I also love that we can participate as a

These $1,500 materials
kits – available free to the
first four area teams to
register for the season –
include everything an FTC
team needs to get started
and serve as a great

and her teammate formed the team they
decided it would always strive for gender
parity. “The idea that robotics is a boys thing
was always foreign to me,” she said, adding
there’s no difference between boys and girls
are capable of achieving. They may
communicate, learn and react differently to
various situations, but having both on the
Mavericks in a benefit, she insisted. “Both
have strengths they bring to the team.”
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Continued: Start Your Own Group Today
introduction to new players and mentors. “The
robot from this kit can be built with Allen
keys. As the team gains experience other custom
parts are able to be added depending on what
the team wants to focus on,” said Glassford,
adding new teams would still need to raise a
little money over the course of the first season
but because the robot components can all be
reused season after season, the costs go down
dramatically after the first year.
Starting teams at the FLL and FTC levels is
easy. To register a team, you go
to firstinspires.org and follow the links to start a
team. In both, you can have as few as two
students and they both have maximums (FLL:
max 10; FTC: max 15). Many teams in both these
programs can be run out of a garage or
basement in your home. “These teams can be
run through schools, community centers, friends
and family that want to do things together.
There is no wrong way to participate,” she said.

Photo courtesy of Machine Mavericks

Do you have a passion for some
aspect of our waterfront lifestyle and
long to share it with others?

Send us a sample piece.
Please remember: 1) Pictures make
every story better; 2) A one page
column in Our Lakes is about 400 words;
3) Our editorial deadline is the 20th
each month.
Email: editor@ourlakes.ca
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Continued: Three Local FRC Sides

“The time commitment is about four to six hours per
week for the students and for a new coach about
eight hours. This difference is just to get to know the
program. There is a lot of support available from FIRST
as well as all FRC teams.”

Machine Mavericks – or rather a golden lining. The
FRC went virtual and in doing so it borrowed a
wrinkle from its FLL cousins adding a communitybased challenge, last year’s theme was health and
wellness.

There is a strong emphasis on community and
collaboration within FIRST and all teams are always
willing to help people new to the programs. “FRC
teams take a lot more effort to run but it's totally
worth it. There are three FRC teams in the Kingston
area. There is always room for more.”

The Mavericks’ AquaCue invention was crowned
World Champion in the Business Model Award
category. A system employing a series of sensors to
allow blind people to swim laps in a pool without
assistance from anyone else, their product was even
recognized with the Mayor’s Innovation Award and
has been granted a provisional patent.

The three FRC teams include #2708 Lake Effect
Robotics http://lakeeffectrobotics.ca/ and #4476
W.A.F.F.L.E.S. https://www.wafflesrobotics.com/,
along with the afore mentioned #7480 Machine
Mavericks https://www.machinemavericks.com/.

That success doesn’t automatically transfer from
one year to the next for a team, all of the Maverick
faithful caution. “Lake Effect won the World
Championship and they struggled the next year,”
concluded O’Driscoll, again encouraging any
interested young people to come out and give it a
try. “We have team members who don’t prioritize
the robot at all … It’s really a sport where everyone
playing can go pro.”

“All have competed at FIRST World Championships
and have many well-deserved awards,” said Glassford.
Last season got turned on its ear for obvious
reasons, although there was a silver lining for the

We have added additional
Introduction to Pickleball sessions
and are now taking registrations
for both Beginner Level I and
Beginner Level II.
Come see what all the excitement
is about!
Contact Kelli at 613-545-5288 or
email kattgrrrl@gmail.com for
more information, we look forward
to seeing you on the courts!
Paddles Up!
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Animal Poems
By Marie Choquette, Age 9

The Birds
Out My Window
A Sonnet
Hummingbirds flit from flower to flower
The cardinals, red, are always in pairs
Robins search for worms after rain showers
Grackles take over and don’t want to share
In the bright blue sky the hawks are soaring
The chickadees love the wintertime
The birds do not mind when it starts pouring
The shy, long-beaked, nuthatches love to climb
Crows and ravens have shadow-black feathers
The bluebird’s orange breast shines like the bright sun
All of our birds make music together
Blue jays come out before the day is done
Then in the night as the coyotes howl
Out of the shadows comes our snowy owl.

Panda Acrostic Poem
layful animals
lone in the bamboo filled mountains
apping when they are not lazily eating

Tiger Pyramid Poem

istinctive black and white coat
dorably cute!

Tiger
Beautiful, strong
Hunting, wandering, protecting
Tigers are majestic creatures
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I see Morning Glories falling,
Cascading down the wall.
They remind me of that September Morn’ –
Watching the Towers fall.
The throng of purple-white blossoms!
I think on God's great-gain.
Green leaves in their profusion
Somehow, cover pain.
The purple and snow-white flowers
Become our people, gone-on ahead.
Green leaves – multi-memories.
We cannot know them dead.
Rebuild the mighty towers!
Send high their many stories.
But remember them please, so gently,
By considering the Morning Glories!
Glen E. Smith
Loughborough Lake

Consider the Morning Glories.

Photo by the U.S. National Park Service
The Statue of Liberty seems to watch helplessly as the twin towers burn two decades ago.
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Growing Grey Gracefully
By Sandy Lee
I decided to let it go at last. I stopped
colouring my grey hair after 30 years of doing it
every two weeks or so. Six months in, I still feel
like it is the most rebellious thing I’ve done
since sneaking a cigarette at 15.
Each time I see the grey-haired me with a
bleached blend of once dark brown hair in the
mirror, it jolts me anew. It has made me wonder
why I decided to do this now, at the age of 57.
Though timely, I can’t exactly say it’s because
of the COVID-home stay, a run on the colour
supply, or the hair salons being closed as many
other women have faced. I’ve always coloured
my hair at home, and I could have easily carried
on. I believed I would ‘til the end, as would my
87-year-old mother with her ever present shiny
dark brown coloured hair. We come from a
culture where keeping our hair and skin looking
young is considered a woman’s sacred duty.
Thanks to the genes from our father’s side,
both my younger sister, Kathy, and I started
seeing grey hair in our mid-20s. My sister chose
to stop colouring her hair two years ago.
Looking at her silver-haired photos at 52, I was
pretty sure that was not for me.
Almost two years into COVID did make me
rethink my priorities in life. I started wondering
why I was colouring my hair. I had begun to tire
of caring about the grey roots showing through
as though I was trying to hide something. I
started reading articles about women letting
their hair go grey. And in February, I stopped
colouring my hair.
I love the freedom of not colouring and not
worrying about the roots showing up. But the
hair full of silver makes me look old, or it makes
me look at least 57, and I suppose that is the
point.
I want to look my age, whatever that age
might be. I want to age gracefully. I want to
celebrate my natural ageing process. To certain
extent.

I believe we all have our stage of age in our
heads. Mine is 36. I felt like I was 36 when I was
13, and I still feel like I am 36 at 57. I will never
forget the sense of synchronicity I felt when I
turned 36. But I don’t have to try to look like that
forever.
Our mother thinks my sister and I have gone
bonkers. But my husband loves my silver. I am
lucky to be surrounded by my silver sisters in my
Ladies and Seniors’ Golf clubs. It takes a resolve to
go against the grain of the cultural norms, but I
like the feeling of authenticity I’ve gained. I will
keep my silver as long as I can.
Sandy Lee is a lawyer, former politician and
has always been a country girl at heart.
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Avoid COVID Jet Lag!
Condition Your
Body to Adapt
to Change

Yes, just like the good old days of travel.
Now it is COVID Jet Lag!
I suggest trying to get up 15 minutes
earlier each day. With the example above
you would need two weeks to prep the
body. If you do 30 minutes earlier, it would
be a week.

I have started using the term COVID Jet
Lag to describe the coming weeks. If we do
not plan for the adaptation required for the
The silver lining is for online workers –
schedule changes ahead, our bodies will
most
of you likely never experienced
By Dr. Alana Way
react as if we have been travelling.
starting at 10 a.m. and if you don’t have a
For many of us, the days of no commuting
return to commuting, that means the change does
to work or no need to catch a bus on time seem to
not hit you as hard or for as long as a student.
be on a count down. When the clock goes ahead or
If you want to fast track and avoid the COVID Jet
falls back one hour some people have a hard time
Lag, work out! Yes, simple exercise will help you be
with the adaptation.
physically tired and then sleep will be easier. One of
Summer is ending and new routines are starting.
the best tricks for a great night sleep is physical
If we do not plan for the change, fatigue will result.
activity. When the body is tired or exhausted the
Fatigue affects the body in a lot of negative ways.
mind can not spin on the stories, dreed on the worries
Some of the ways our bodies are affected are
or fret over pending deadlines. Also being in a better
physically (lack of appetite, stomach issues),
physical condition will BOOST your immune system.
mentally (poor concentration, incorrect thinking),
This shift in season brings on a lot of change: colder
and emotionally (irritability) with lack of sleep. The
biggest concern is the higher susceptibility to illness weather, less daylight, evening sports or activities,
and deadlines. This will result in less perceived free
when the body is exhausted.
time. Remember this is only a perception!
Our bodies will need to be trained into the early
Be organized and plan ahead. Some examples of
morning routine again or shocked into it! Asking our
easy time-savers are making lunches the night before
bodies to go to bed early will not work. Staring at
and laying out your clothes out ahead of time. Also
the ceiling and willing oneself to sleep has never
worked. Going cold turkey and waking up as needed consider packing that sports bag the day before,
making a weekly schedule for dinners, and doing
will result in fatigue and the jet lag feeling. Ideally
errands on the way to or home from evening
you need to ease your way into getting up earlier!
activities.
The best way to tackle this new adventure is to
Packing your meal and water for the next day is
first figure out how much time you need in the
also a great way to ensure your get excellent nutrition
morning to get to school, work, your bus stop,
and hydration for the whole day. This helps keep your
parking garage or commuting area. Then you will
immune system strong, your mind nourished, and
know what time you must get up to achieve the
your overall health optimal.
correct arrival.
The changes we face at this time of year will affect
many people, but with a little planning and activity
you can avoid COVID Jet Lag and enjoy a happy,
healthy fall around the lake.

Kids may have been getting up at 10 a.m. or later
all summer or rolled over in bed to log on for school
in the spring. In the coming days they may need to
catch a bus at 7:30 or earlier. They will most likely
need an hour prep time. So that would mean they
will need to get up at 6:30. The time change from 10
to 6:30 is 3.5 hours!

Dr. Alana Way owns and operates the
Barriefield Family Chiropractic Centre
613-531-3131 or info@dralanaway.ca
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Babies & Blooms
This time of summer is all about the next generation for both the
fauna and the flora. From the top: Aug. 23, Quick, cropped shot this
morning. Quick, mostly because this family was headed my way.
Mama out front, little one skipping along behind. July 28, A turkey
grouping/flock wandered thru the yard just now... 17 little ones,
four adults. Aug. 24, Amid the profusion of jewel weed/touch-menot flowers at the marsh, this little branch caught my attention with
its uncluttered background of water. Keep cool, all! Aug. 16, We’ve
been watching a Mama deer and her twins this summer, often
spotted under a crab apple tree in a nearby field. We hadn’t seen
them for a bit, but they reappeared this morning... this time, they
set a more camera-friendly scene.

Bill Kendall, Verona
“Live, Love & Protect Nature”
Be sure to follow Bill on Facebook for an almost daily
photographic peek into the nature & wildlife all around our area.
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Competition Heats Up Nationally
This past month there were many tournaments
going on including the Canadian National
Championships, hosted in Red Deer, Alberta. It ran
over a week and boasted the attendance of some
of the top Canadian players.
For those of us that could not fly west, we opted
for a more local event in Manotick, Ontario, where
over 100 players challenged each other under
sunshine and blue skies at this great outdoor
venue.
The location had ample parking and wellmaintained courts that shared a space with local
tennis enthusiasts. Nearby, there were lots of good
restaurants to try and groups could be seen
heading out and sharing a pint or two into the early
evening while catching up on stories told from afar,
during COVID, on Facebook.
It was great to see so many familiar faces and
enjoy the passion of the game and the camaraderie
courtside as you cheered on your fellow teammates
and shared a banana or two.
Here are a few pictures from the event and for
more details on local medalists and final results
from the Nationals, check out this link.
See you in October.
And, as always, Paddles up!
Kelli McRobert, BEd., CRSP, CES
Pickleball Ontario Ambassador
For pickleball lessons with a certified insured instructor
in a fun group setting, and for great deals on pickleball equipment
visit David @ http://www.thirdshotdrop.ca
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For pickleball lessons with a certified insured instructor

What do I do with a Hatchling?
The first thing to ask
yourself is: “Are you
sure it needs help?”
By Mabyn Armstrong
Hatchlings of most turtle species generally emerge
from their nests in late August to early October.
Hatchlings emerge from the shell by using a built-in
hard point on their beaks that perfectly ‘scores’ the
shell as they rotate inside allowing the end to fall away
freeing them.
Unlike other species, turtle hatchlings emerge from
their shells knowing everything they need to know to
survive. They can walk, swim, hide from predators and
find their own food. If you’ve found a baby turtle, it may
not need your help so you should only intervene if the
turtle is in immediate danger. Remember, it is illegal to
alter a turtle nest in any capacity, to remove eggs or
keep turtles, including hatchlings, for any reason or for
any length of time.
When baby turtles hatch from their eggs, they have
to make their way to the closest fresh water source.
That sojourn can be very challenging for them as they
may have to cross busy roads and navigate obstacles
like curb sides, sewer grates and fences exposing them
to the risk of dehydration and other perils.
After all, they are only the size of a loonie!
The biggest concern is their vulnerability to
predators. Less than 1% of all turtle eggs survive to
sexual maturity, mostly because of predation.
If you do spot a hatchling on the road, use the same
safety precaution as for any other turtle. Stop only
when safe to do so, put on your safety reflective vest
and gloves and be sure to move the turtle in the
direction it was headed. They may be small but they
have a pretty good sense of where they are going,
although at times with all the obstacles they are facing,
they may get a little confused and would benefit with
our intervention. Always handle hatchlings with a firm
but gentle grip as their carapace (upper shell) has not
yet hardened. Try not to ‘over handle’ the turtle as

Photo by
Claire Youngman

unnecessary handling can disrupt their normal behaviour.
If the turtle seems healthy and active, gently pick it up
and move it to the nearest freshwater source. DO NOT put
it directly in the water as there are many predators in the
wait. Leave the turtle to go into the water of its own
accord from the shoreline.
Choose a spot that has access to shallow water and that
has aquatic growth that will serve as shelter for the turtle.
A shoreline with over hanging vegetation or leafy debris is
also recommended for their protection and shade on the
shoreline. They will be spending the first few years of their
lives mostly ‘hiding’ in order to give them the chance to
grow in size and for their carapaces to harden making
them less vulnerable to predators.
For more information visit Turtles Kingston on
Facebook or email turtleskingston@gmail.com.
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The Boys Attack Grand Nationals
Finally, the time had arrived. Our truck, and gear
bags stuffed with everything we would need to
survive another 5-day race event at the Canadian
Grand Nationals in Walton, Ontario. As the 601 team
approached the gates for the 2021 race, we found
ourselves mesmerized by this historic facility. All the
proper planning was in place, a full schedule of
activities from the rooster’s crow and bugle roll call at
6 a.m. until Saturday's closing ceremony. As excited as
we were to get at some racing, I found myself a little
nostalgic of the racers that had come before us.
This Walton facility opened its doors in 1974 as a
premier track for the Maitland Dirt riders. Operating
as an mx track for local enthusiasts until 1976 when
Molson Brewery joined the team to create a
provincial championship. Early races were successful
with averages of 300 racers. In 1981 the first amateur
Trans Canadian Championship was held. Racers from
all over the world attended notably from Europe, U.S,
and Canada. Saskatchewan native Ross Pederson
dominated pro classes until his retirement in 1993.
In 1992 the Trans Can developed into a 4-day
event. With every class racing 4 mottos to get a
combined score leading to a national ranking.
Many of today’s extreme
sports legends have used this race
as a steppingstone for long
careers in our sport. Notables
include:

champion and 2021 King of Walton);
2014 - top U.S pro Mike Alessi makes Canadian
debut winning King of Walton; and,
2019 - 7x 450 pro champion Colton Facciotti
wins King of Walton and retires on the top of his
game.

1997 - Travis Pastrana (Nitro
Circus) wins open intermediate;
2002 - Blair Morgan wins first
King of Walton title;

2011 - a nearby tornado
devastated the surrounding area
during GNC;

We went into our first day of practice very
optimistic about a championship run. Then right
on schedule, as it has done historically, the
heavens opened up and gave us a heavy dose of
rain. By the time we got thru our first rounds of
mud racing we found ourselves marked back in
the field of extremely fast racers. Although our
title hopes were dashed, there was an outside
chance of fighting back to a Top 10 and a step on
the stage as one of the fastest kids in the
country.

2013 - Dylan Wright wins Bronze
Boot, (current 2x pro 450cc

#629 Brody Mathews in the 50cc 4-6 yr old
class pushed on, developing his skill on a very

2002 - Tyler Medaglia wins
Bronze Boot (top amateur) and
qualifying #1 for his pro debut;
2007 - Jolene Van Vugt (Nitro
Circus) wins ladies pro class;
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Continued: Jack Miles Cracks Top 10
tough track. He finished his week with scores of #26,
#27 & #28, to give him an overall of 29th.
#601 Luke Miles had a tougher first mud race,
found himself mid pack in age class fighting forward
with solid scores of 16,12, and 17 in the 7-9 yr old
65cc class for an overall of 17th. In his open 65cc
class he did much better with scores of 16, 9, 13 for
an overall score of 13th.
#601 Jack Miles had some fantastic rides, a
mechanical issue kept him off the stage in his age
class with scores of 21, 11 and 12 for an overall
score of 14th in 50cc 7-9 yr olds but in the open 50cc
GP class he would not be denied. Scores of 7, 8 and
13 for an overall score of 9th, and a trip to the
Walton stage!
Although we fell a little short of our goals, the
boys proved their ability to race with the best. They
took away great experiences and had a week they’ll
not forget. The Dream of a National Championship
is still intact, and we’re charging forward in the
Triple Crown Supercross Championships. Both Luke
and Jack are Top 5 in their respected classes for a
Provincial podium with only a few rounds left in the
season.
In other news, we’ve started regional racing.
Races are held every other weekend thru the fall in
Shannonville hosted by BTB. This is a great race
experience for families and back yard riders to
break into the sport with a little friendly
competition! Local kids showcasing their talents:
Harrowsmith’s #58 Kaleb Hunt has been leading
the 65cc class, as well as winning Saturday nights in
the National flat track series across Canada.
#601 Calen Trudeau has also made his presence
in the 85cc and supermini classes. He has led some
laps and believes he can win in either class, just
needs to put together a complete race.

enjoy the rest of the summer, maybe take a
few casts in the lake and prep for the next
battle. Until the next race, follow the team at
a track or lake near you!! Or follow the 601
dream chasers on our Facebook group –
Rockport Motorsports.

#601 Wyatt Gibson was all smiles as he flew over
the finish in the 50cc class, securing his first moto
win and overall score of #1 at round #2.
With excitement like this, the boys are none to
thrilled to head back to school and their normal
routines. Team 601’s Braydon says he’s just gonna

Shawn Peirson
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List your products or
services here in the

North Branch Designs

& get your homebased business seen.

We are a local “lake inspired” company based on
the North Branch of Buck Lake. We specialize in
custom handmade lake designed mugs, pillows
and maps on canvas. Our products are
customizable to design and any lake!
https://www.facebook.com/northbranchdesigns/
northbranchdesigns@gmail.com

Because of our own experiences in
business, we understand not everyone can
afford to spend a lot on advertising.
That’s why we are inviting all artists and
crafters as well as any other small homebased businesses to participate in our
Trading Post section.
For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you’ll get a
listing in the Directory for 12 issues and
each month you can submit a photo and
50 words about what you’re selling.

Email:
publisher@ourlakes.ca
Call: 613-331-4444
Sign up and get in front
of more potential
customers each issue!
List your products or
services here in the
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Why Am I A Volunteer?
When my 15-year-old
daughter asked me why I spend
so much time doing “New Leaf
Link stuff” my answer came
easily – “It’s not about me.” This
made her pause. She
understood. This is a significant
moment in a young person’s
life. I think each of us can recall
those moments in our lives
when we learned that helping
others is needed, but that it also
feels good.

‘New Leaf Link (NeLL) is everything
that I wish my brother Archie could
have had as a young adult’

I have always been drawn to
helping people with
developmental disabilities. In
high school, I volunteered at
different organizations and as a
Speech-Language Pathologist I
spent over a decade working
with children and adults who
had a developmental disability. I loved and protected by his family.
know that this stems from
Finding his place in the world
having a brother who had a mild
intellectual disability combined was often difficult for Archie. He
wanted true friends more than
with epilepsy.
anything, but this was the ultimate
Each of us is different and
challenge in his life. He left high
this holds true for people with
school and struggled. He looked for
developmental disabilities.
friends in the local bar, then tried
There is a broad range of both
the local church…searching for his
physical and intellectual
place and for true friends.
disability which makes each
New Leaf Link (NeLL) is
person’s circumstances
everything that I wish my brother
different. My brother Archie
was a big, strong young adult. If Archie could have had as a young
adult – a place to Grow, Connect
you needed something heavy
moved or lifted, Archie was your and Belong. What my brother
Archie needed more than anything
guy. He had a beautiful smile
in his life was a solid group of
that lit up his blue eyes. He
friends with whom he could learn
loved sugar. He brought home
and laugh. Having even just one
stray animals constantly which
drove my mother crazy. He was true friend is known to aid in our
mental health. The coming
an assistant for the boy’s high
together of friends is the backbone
school football team. He
worked in our father’s business of what NeLL provides for the
participants.
after graduation. Archie was
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Each time I visit New Leaf Link, I
am immediately struck by the
laughter and feeling of family in the
room. I am among friends and I
always leave feeling lighter than
when I arrived. In this way, NeLL has
always given me more than I could
do for the organization. But, it’s not
about me.
Carol Martin,
New Leaf Link (NeLL)
– New Leaf Link (NeLL) is a nonprofit organization located in
Harrowsmith, Ontario, that provides
educational programming to adults
living with developmental disabilities.
NeLL does not receive any
government funding and relies
heavily on community support. To
learn more, or to donate, please visit
www.newleaflink.ca. Watch this
space for more NeLL stories, pictures,
profiles and more.

